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THE MEDIAN IS THE MESSAGE :
TOWARD THE FRÉCHET MEDIAN
Roger KOENKER*

One could argue that the long-standing controversy over the relative merits
of the médian and mean is something of a touchstone of early statistics. The
touchstone of médiéval alchemy was basonite, a variety of quartz used to
test the purity of gold alloys; striking an alloy against the surface of the
stone revealed the quality of the alloy by the color of the mark left on the
stone. Likewise, reading the marks left by Laplace, Edgeworth, Fisher, Fréchet,
Kolmogorov, Tukey and Huber on the merits of the médian ail reveal a noble
quality of mind, or perhaps instead just a mutual willingness to corne to the
aid of the statistically maligned and downtrodden. l
Fréchet's case for the médian, reviewed in his reprinted 1940 article and
prefigured in his earlier work, Fréchet (1924, 1935), was only part of a
much wider campaign he waged beginning in the mid-1920's against the
misuse of the coefficient of corrélation. The idea that simplistic models of
linear relationships for conditional means could capture ail the subtleties
of stochastic dependence seemed quite absurd, and the prevailing notion,
particularly in the social sciences, that causality could be reduced to the
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1. Ail felt compelled to emphasize the original observation of Laplace that the apparent
advantage of the mean over the médian in terms of asymptotic variance at the Gaussian
distribution proves to be illusory as soon as one admits into considération a broader class
of error laws. Edgeworth (1887), in language that anticipâtes the modem interprétation of
robustness as an insurance premium against inclement statistical weather, writes : "If we
hâve been deceived by the appearance of Discordance [non-normality] . . . we shall hâve lost
little by taking the Médian instead of the Arithemetic Mean . . . . and if the observations are
really discordant, the dérangement due to the larger déviations will not be [as] serious [for
the médian] as it is for the Arithemetic Mean." Fisher's (1922) séminal paper on maximum
likelihood observes that the sample mean from a Cauchy population has the same précision
as any single observation and recommends the médian as an alternative. Kolmogorov's
(1931) first statistical paper notes the advantage of the mean over the médian for the
"normal law," but asserts that for unimodal error laws the ratio of asymptotic standard
déviations of the médian and the mean is bounded above by v 3 , at the uniform, but can
be as small as zéro, favoring the médian. Tukey's proposais of médian polish for anova
models and running médian smoothers in time-series analysis were highly influential in
expanding the rôle of the médian and emphasizing the importance of robustness in statistics.
Huber's (1981) observation that the médian achieves the smallest maximum bias among ail
translation equivariant estimators of location constituted a rare admission that without
symmetry much of the élégant theory of robust estimation was built on sand.
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examination of a few corrélation coefficients was an affront against common
sensé. The history of this campaign has been ably recounted by Armât te
(2001) so I will resist the temptation to dwell on it, but I would like to
underscore that it was a campaign fought on several fronts. On the axiomatic
front, Fréchet, as pure mathematician, defended the Cartesian homeland
rigorously. But there was also, perhaps more surprisingly, a strong dataanalytic front, emphasizing the importance of sound statistical practice for
science and public policy.
One early skirmish on this data-analytic front may be taken as emblematic of
Fréchet's viewpoint. In 1923, while still in Strasbourg, Fréchet supervised
a diploma thesis by Samana that re-analyzed the data from experiments
reported in Peirce (1873). C.S. Peirce was an American polymath with
contributions to logic, algebra, geometry as well as probability. At the time of
thèse experiments he was employed by the U.S. Coast Survey ; his experiments
were designed to explore the measurement error in astronomical observations
due to variability of observer reaction times to visual and auditory stimuli. 2
Peirce hired an untrained young man to react to a sharp sound "like a rap, the
answer being made upon a telegraph operator's key nicely adjusted." Reaction
times were recorded in thousandths of a second employing a Hipp chronoscope
described in loving détail in Peirce's report. On each of 24 consécutive week
days in July of 1872, 500 measurements were made. After some innovative
kernel smoothing, Peirce concluded that if one ignored the first two or three
days of "training" the estimated densities differed very little from the Gaussian
law.
More than 50 years later, Fréchet (1924) reported that his student's analysis
suggested that Peirce's data were better represented by Laplace's first law,
<p(e) = Ce~' Re l than by Laplace's second law, (f(e) = Ce~R c , that is by
the Gaussian distribution. No détails are given, unfortunately, but Fréchet's
remark attracted the attention of E.B. Wilson and Margaret Hilferty, who
undertook in 1929 another reanalysis of Peirce's data. 3 They note, again
deferring to Laplace,
The ordinary statement based on the normal law is that the
détermination of the médian is 25% worse than that of the mean.
A comparison of the standard déviations of the médian and mean
in columns (1) and (2) shows that for thèse observations the
médian is better determined than the mean on 13 days, worse
determined on 9 days, and equally well determined on 2 days.
Roughly speaking this means that mean and médian are on the
whole about equally well determined.

2. Stigler (1978) identifies thèse experiments as among the most significant statistical
investigations conducted in the United States in the 19th century.
3. It may be regarded as a shocking lapse in American xenophobia to find thèse authors
acknowledging a paper written in French and published in Moscow, but perhaps no
less surprising that Fréchet himself disinterring the work of Peirce for a leading Soviet
mathematics journal.
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Wilson and Hilferty's column (1) reports the daily médians, and column (2)
reports estimâtes of the "standard déviation of the médian" that are then
compared to the more well-established standard déviations of the means given
in column (4). We might well ask what was this "standard déviation of the
médian ?"
An informai survey of textbooks of this period suggests that the recommended
method of Computing the précision of the médian relied on adhérence to the
assumptions of the normal model. But this is clearly not what was done by
Wilson and Hilferty since it would hâve produced values that were consistently
larger than the standard déviation of the mean by precisely 25 percent.
Already by 1917, Yule's very influential text, recommended the normal theory
approach for small samples, while suggesting an alternative approach based on
the frequency of the grouped data bin count at the médian when the sample
size was larger. However, for the Peirce data the médian bin counts are quite
small, ranging from 4 to 12, thus rendering Yule's implicit bandwidth sélection
for estimation of the density at the médian too small to be reliable. Curiously,
modem bandwidth sélection based on work of Hall and Sheather (1988) agrées
quite closely with the results reported by Wilson and Hilferty so it remains a
puzzle exactly what procédure was employed.
Wilson and Hilferty conclude,
The upshot of this ail is that Peirce had observations which could
show as completely as one might désire that the departures of
the errors from the normal law was for his séries uniformly great.
Thus, the conclusions of Peirce were contradicted - even under Peirce's
carefully controlled conditions it appeared that Gaussian assumptions about
the distribution of reaction times were questionable and the usual justification
of the mean's putative advantages were cast into doubt. In more complicated
settings it would be diffîcult to argue that Gaussian assumptions become
more plausible, so Fréchet's argument that the médian is more prudent seems
entirely justified.
The challenge of course is to find compelling analogues of the médian for
more complex statistical models. This has been a slow process. The early
proposais of Boscovich, as modified by Edgeworth, hâve gradually evolved
into an effective strategy for estimation and inference in régression. However,
in multivariate analysis there are several competing notions of "médian" and
no prospect of a reconciliation anytime soon.
The relatively new domain of functional data analysis offers spécial challenges ;
"statistics on manifolds" is a critical aspect of the rapidly developing field
of image analysis. Ironically, the Fréchet imprimatur has been appropriated
within this domain as a seal of approval for the mean. Following Bhattacharya
and Patrangenaru (2003), the Fréchet mean of a probability measure Q on a
metric space M with metric p is any minimizer of,

F2(p) = j p2(jP,x)Q(dx)
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In some simple cases this is quite straightforward. For example, if we take M
to be a linear subspace, then the Fréchet mean is the orthogonal least squares
régression estimator. So, it is n a t u r a l to ask in view of Fréchet's earlier work :
why not the Fréchet m é d i a n ? W h y do we square the distances? Consider,
instead t h e minimization of,

Fi(p) = J p{p,x)Q{dx)

peM.

In the linear subspace example, this yields an orthogonal médian régression
estimator t h a t is computationally quite tractable. Extending this approach
to more gênerai manifolds would be well worthwhile. Having defined médian
shape in this manner, it is obviously t e m p t i n g to consider Fréchet quantités
in much the same manner. I hope t h a t steps can be taken in this direction in
future work.
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